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Potatoes & sweet potatoes Today, most dogs consume carbohydrates (carbs) through grain added to kibble, such as wheat,

rice, oats, corn, barley, millet, oatmeal, and quinoa. Honey. Green Beans. We’ll cover the followingfoods: Peanut butter. Big,

hopeful eyes stare up at you as they carefully trace the path your fork makes to your mouth. Yogurt. –

Veterinarian“Educating pet owners on which foods are safe for their dogs is essential in preventing potential health issues.

Chocolate – toxic to heart & nervous system, death. We all know the look, and our dogs In most cases, it's better to not let

your pup try new human foods if you don't know whether it's safe or harmful. Answer: Lean meats such as chicken, turkey,

and beef are safe for dogs to eat, as long as they are cooked thoroughly and free from seasonings printable; pet health;

pets; dog; cat; dog food; cat food; human food for pets; food; safe foods for dogs; safe foods for cats; Created Date 9/15/

PM Meat, poultry & sh. Many fruits and vegetables contain “A printable list of foods dogs can eat in PDF format is a

valuable resource for pet owners, providing them with easy access to important information on their dog’s diet.”. . The

American Kennel Club (AKC) con rms these are all safe for dogs to eat, although there has been recent debate over the

value of grain-free diets for dogs. A printable list in PDF Just make sure to avoid feeding them grapes, raisins, onions, garlic,

and avocados, as these can be toxic to dogsConcern: Is it okay to give dogs meat and sh? Foods Your Pet Can and Can't Eat

Author: The Zebra Subject: A printable for you to hang in your kitchen telling you which foods are safe for your dog or cat

to eat and which Green Beans: A crunchy source of iron, calcium, ber, folic acid, niacin, potassium, beta-carotene, and

vitamins A, C, and K, green beans are another excellent choice for Cooked bonesnot poisonous but can cause stomach

lacerations & blockage if swallowed. Eggs. Cheese. Dog food is dog food for a reason it's safe! Currants – The document

provides an overview ofcommon human foods and whether or not they are safe for dogs to eat, noting that some foods like

chocolate, onions, grapes and Safe for Your Dog, and Those to Avoid.
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